


The air hums with power as the Dark Angels Librarius Conclave bears down upon the
foe. In their midst strides Ezekiel, Grand Master of Librarians, his psychic might
stretching out to join with the minds of his brothers. Concentrating their powers into a
single, razor-sharp psychic blade, the Librarians drive their manifest will far across the
battlefield to impale the psyches of their foes. Enemy warriors stumble to their knees
with their hands clamped to their heads, screaming and thrashing in agony as they weep
bloody tears. Driving their mind worms deeper, the Librarius Conclave mine every last
thought and secret from their victims' consciousnesses, before snuffing out their lives
with a final, vicious surge of power. All the while, the conclave’s battle-brothers maintain
their grim scowls, barely a tic or twitch marring their statuesque composure as they aid
one another in butchering the minds of their foes.

FORMATION:
1 Ezekiel

2-4 Librarians

RESTRICTIONS:
All units in this Formation must have the Dark Angels Faction.

SPECIAL RULES:
Empyric Connection: At the start of the Psychic phase, you can nominate one model
from this Formation. If you do this, the nominated model has access to any psychic
powers known by other models from this Formation within 12" until the end of the phase;
however, other models from this Formation within 12" of the nominated model cannot
manifest psychic powers until the end of the phase.

Furthermore, when the nominated model makes Psychic tests this phase, he will harness
Warp Charge points on a result of 3+ rather than 4+ if there is at least one other model
from this Formation within 12".

Focussed Interromancy: When manifesting the Mind Worm psychic power (see
Codex: Dark Angels), models in this Formation can double the power’s maximum range



if there is at least one other model from this Formation within 12".
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